Corpus design for expressive speech: impact of the utterance length
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Abstract

Voice corpus plays a crucial role in the quality of the synthetic speech generation, specially under a length constraint. Creating a new voice is costly and the recording script selection for an expressive TTS task is generally considered as an optimization problem in order to achieve a rich and parsimonious corpus.

In order to vocalize a given book using a TTS system, we investigate four script selection approaches. Based on preliminary observations, we simply propose to select shortest utterances of the book and compare the achievements of this method with state of the art ones for two books, with different utterance lengths and styles, using two kinds of concatenation based TTS systems.

The study of the TTS costs indicates that selecting the shortest utterances could result in better synthetic quality, which is confirmed by a perceptual test. By investigating usual criteria for corpus design in literature like unit coverage or distribution similarity of units, it turns out that they are not pertinent metrics in the framework of this study.

Index Terms: Text to speech, voice corpus design, utterance length

1. Introduction

The generation of an audiobook generally needs an expensive recording phase with a professional speaker. In order to reduce the recording duration, the use of a Text-to-Speech (TTS) system could be a lead. So that the TTS system provides a high quality expressive voice, for a given speaker, the construction of a specific voice may be necessary. For a given book to vocalize, this problem can be considered as an expressive voice design task for a specific-domain TTS. Although, in TTS, vocoder-based approaches – like end-to-end DNN systems – are more and more prevalent, hybrid or classical unit selection-based systems are still well-adapted to take into account the data parsimony constraint. However, their achievements are very sensible to the voice quality and the impact of the voice is all the stronger as the constraint of parsimony is important [1, 2, 3].

To limit the recording and post-processing costs due to the voice building while guaranteeing a good quality, it is customary to carefully craft the recording script that will be performed by the speaker. The main proposed approaches consist in extracting, from a large textual corpus, for instance the target book to be vocalized, a minimal subset of sentences that maximizes an optimisation criterion. This criterion is often related to the maximization of the linguistic coverage [4, 5, 6] (formalized as a set covering problem) or the closeness to a target linguistic distribution [7, 8]. Different algorithms have been compared and the mainly used approach is the greedy one, providing a good trade-off between the computational time and closeness to the optimal solution [6].

Moreover, during the voice creation process, several kinds of linguistic features were considered but rarely compared.

They could be symbolic as diphoneme [4] or triphoneme [9] labels, phonetic "sandwiches" [10], etc. Ones may add some positional characteristics to these units [2] or some stress information [1]. Some recent works observe an improvement by using an embedding representation of the linguistics markers built thanks to a convolutional neural network (CNN) [11, 12].

Some studies, as in [6], point out that the designed voices tend to composed of utterances shorter than those of the initial pool. In [4], the set covering problem is dealt with a greedy strategy which selects a sub-corpus with an average length of 20 phonemes per sentence out of an initial corpus with an average length of 74 (this approach will be named \textit{set covering} in the following). It is also noticed in [10], and authors proposed to correct the algorithm to force longer sentences. In these cases, it may be explained by the expert function that is locally optimized by the greedy algorithms. It would then be a bias of the algorithms and not a trend from the data to achieve better quality. On the other hand, the CNN-KMeans method in [11] is completely unsupervised but it also selects shorter sentences nonetheless. Moreover, as illustrated by Figure 1, this trend is reinforced when the reduction constraint is strong. This figure compares the evolution of the average utterance length – in number of phoneme instances – of the subset selected by the set-covering approach with the CNN-KMeans one with respect to the reduction rate of the initial corpus.

These observations lead us to question ourselves about the impact of the average sentence length of the voice on the final TTS quality: is it a consequence of the optimization or a cause of the good results? Let us assume that it is the "shortest" hypothesis. If a voice created by selecting only the shortest sentences is less good than a voice from
another strategy, it will allow us to discard this hypothesis. On the contrary, if all attempts show that the “shortest” strategy is better, it will give us clues that this hypothesis may be true and encourage us to investigate further.

In this paper, we will test this “shortest” hypothesis by simulating a voice creation process on different kinds of books (one with long formal sentences, recorded by male speaker and one with shorter and less formal sentences, recorded by a female speaker) with two TTS engines (one expert unit selection TTS and one hybrid TTS). We will compare one of the best reduction strategy proposed so far, i.e. the CNN-KMeans introduced in [11], with a simple “shortest first” algorithm using automatic measures and perceptual evaluations. Then we will investigate if the classical optimisation criteria – linguistic unit coverage or distribution – can predict or explain the observed results.

2. Data and systems

2.1. Reduction algorithms

To simulate the corpus design process by reducing a full corpus, four approaches are considered and introduced below.

- **Random**: this simple baseline consists in selecting a subset randomly until the requested length is reached. Since this approach is less stable by design, statistics resulting from this method and detailed further are consolidated by repeating this selection process six times. Each utterance in the test section will also be synthesized six times and the associated average score will be taken into account for the objective evaluations.

- **Set covering**: one classic corpus design approach formalises the task as a set covering problem. It can be approximately solved using greedy strategies [4] or Lagrangian relaxation [6]. A greedy based approach is used here, as presented in the introduction, to synthesize an utterance from its center and the first fold starts with the first utterance in the book. Without shuffling is used for separating the full corpus (90%) and sub-corpora. The length of the selected sub-corpus is less than half the one in Pod.

- **CNN-KMeans**: this approach, proposed by [11], employs an embedding representation of several linguistic features to characterize utterances. The embedding space is produced by a multi-layer CNN auto-encoder implemented to project the discrete features into a continuous space. Then, for each utterance, the average vector of its embedded unit sequence is computed and used as its representation. A KMeans algorithm clusters utterances and for each cluster, the closest utterance to its center is selected. In [11], this method, called **CNN-KMeans** in the following, outperforms the set covering approach.

- **Shortest**: as presented in the introduction, to synthesize an expressive text like a book, our assumption is to use the shortest utterances first. To assert it, we propose a system named **Shortest**. Its algorithm is basically a simple loop that selects the shortest utterance until the desired length of the selected sub-corpus is reached.

2.2. Corpora

Two French audio-books are used as initial corpora for experiments. The **Pod** corpus is *Albertine disparue* by Marcel Proust [13]. The **Nad** corpus is *La Vampire* by Paul Féval [14]. While **Pod** contains long formal utterances, **Nad** contains more contemporary content with simpler utterances. The average length of utterances in **Nad** is less than half the one in **Pod**. Their main properties are summarized in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corpus</th>
<th>Pod</th>
<th>Nad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speaker gender</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>Female</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of utterances</td>
<td>3339</td>
<td>6032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average length of utterances</td>
<td>120.1±3.2</td>
<td>54.4±1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>10h 44min</td>
<td>10h 02min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of distinct diph.</td>
<td>1005</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of distinct triph.</td>
<td>12655</td>
<td>4693</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The initial corpus details

2.3. TTS engines

Two types of TTS systems are used for synthesis in our experiments.

The first one, is a standard unit selection engine [15] with a beam search algorithm. The global cost function optimised by the TTS is a weighted sum between a concatenation and a target cost. The concatenation cost is a weighted distance between some acoustic features (MFCC, F0, amplitude, etc.). The target cost is a weighted distance between linguistic features (phoneme, syllable, positioning information, etc.). In this system, all weights were manually tuned over time. It then will be called **expert TTS** in the remainder.

More recently, most unit selection systems shifted to an hybrid architecture that includes DNN to learn the cost functions [16]. Following this trend, the second system for the experiments, called **hybrid TTS**, is inspired by [17]. Its target cost is computed based on an euclidean distance in an embedding space. This embedding is learned from an encoder-decoder trained on the voice.

In the following experiments, the **hybrid TTS** uses only one DNN per speaker to compute the target cost. From our experience, the bias it may introduce is not significant and it allows to directly compare all costs between sub-voices from the same corpus. It also helps to discard noise from the DNN training initialisation.

3. Experimental setup

Two audio-books with almost same length (around 10 hours) are provided as the initial corpora. A 10-fold cross validation without shuffling is used for separating the full corpus (90%) and test section (10%). Each fold is continuous, like a chapter, and the first fold starts with the first utterance in the book. Finally, the initial corpora will be synthesized by different full corpora and sub-corpora. The length of the selected sub-corpus is fixed to 10% of full corpus (about 1 hour).

The remainder of this section will describe the objective measures which are used to approximate the quality of sub-corpora and the synthetic quality.

3.1. Objective measures

It is inevitable to ask listeners for comparing the quality of the synthetic signals but listening tests are costly and need enough listeners. Same as [11], we propose to use TTS costs as the objective measures to approximate the quality of synthetic signals.

The concatenation and global costs of TTS systems provide a good approximation of the perceptual quality. The global cost is a linear combination of the concatenation and target costs.

The global cost and concatenation cost of the synthetic signal of test section utterances are normalized by their length. The
normalized costs average over utterances are used to compare different corpus design methods for each TTS/corpus.

3.2. Perceptual evaluation

The synthetic signals resulting from CNN-KMeans as the state of the art method are compared with the Shortest method ones. By running 10-fold cross validation a sub-corpus is extracted from each full corpus to synthesize the corresponding test section for each fold. It will provide a synthetic signal of the whole book. As mentioned in table 1, there are 9371 utterances in the two corpora. However, the excessive length of some utterances may be problematic for listeners to compare the signals. For instance, the longest sentence in Pod is 238 words long (82 seconds). Consequently, each utterance is split into breath groups. Breath groups shorter than a minimum length (20 phonemes) are merged with the following breath group. It provides 37711 breath groups that have been synthesized according to the corresponding selected voice using hybrid and expert TTS for each fold of the cross validation. Based on the idea of [18], to avoid smoothing the results, pairs of signals that are too similar (DTW < 1.0) have been removed. Then, 100 sample pairs have been selected randomly from remaining candidates as the listening test samples. Half of these samples has been selected from Pod corpus and half from Nad corpus. Listeners evaluate 40 pairs of synthetic signals on a 5 points scale. At each step of the test, the script of the full utterance corresponding to the signal is displayed, even if the signal is only a part of the utterance. The pronounced part is highlighted to help listeners evaluate the overall quality of samples by considering the context.

4. Results

Methods mentioned in section 2 have been run using 10-fold cross validation to select 10% of the full corpus. The average length of selected utterances by the different selection methods are compared in table 2. In French, the average length of sentences depends on the context. For instance, the average length of sentences in Le Monde, whose context is French newspaper, is around 98 phones [19]. This length for the SynPaFlex corpus, which contains novel books and poems, is 48 phones [14].

4.1. Objective measures

The selected sub-corpus voices have been used to synthesize the test section of the 10 folds. The average global cost normalized by length (number of phones) of synthetic signals is shown in figure 2. Given that the same behavior is observed with the concatenation cost, it is not shown here.

The resulting voice from the Shortest method succeeds to synthesize signals with lowest global costs. The resulting signals from the SC method have higher global costs than even random method. It shows that however following a set covering strategy will guarantee all units to be covered, the resulting TTS costs would be worst than random method for big enough voice corpora.

The voice corpus built with short utterances are expected to be less efficient for synthesizing long utterances [20]. To investigate this assumption, the correlation coefficients between the length of utterances and the TTS costs of the corresponding synthetic signals have been calculated. The Pearson correlation coefficients for the global and concatenation cost of both TTS are less than 0.12. This means even by selecting short utterances for voice corpus, TTS systems are able to synthesize long utterances almost with same cost.

4.2. Perceptual evaluation

Based on the TTS cost results, an AB preference test has been conducted to compare two best corpus design methods. 200 synthetic signals have been selected from the Shortest and the CNN-KMeans methods. For each combination of TTS and book, 50 signals have been chosen as the perceptual test samples.

In total, 12 listeners have compared pairs of synthetic signals. Each pair has been evaluated at least 2 times. Results are shown in figure 3. The perceptual results confirm the results obtained with the TTS costs and the superiority of the Shortest method for both corpora and TTS systems.

Table 2: The average length (number of phones) of selected utterances for 10% of full corpus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corpus</th>
<th>Pod</th>
<th>Nad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full corpus</td>
<td>120.1 ±3.2</td>
<td>54.4 ±1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random</td>
<td>121.1 ±5.0</td>
<td>54.9 ±1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set covering</td>
<td>163.2 ±10.3</td>
<td>95.0 ±4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNN-KMeans</td>
<td>86.7 ±4.5</td>
<td>38.6 ±1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortest</td>
<td>44.5 ±1.2</td>
<td>22.0 ±0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Average TTS global cost per phone after a 10-fold cross validation. Shortest gives the best results in all cases.

Figure 3: The Perceptual test results. Right to left: strongly CNN-KMeans (dark blue), slightly CNN-KMeans (light blue), no preference (yellow), slightly Shortest (light green), strongly Shortest (dark green).
5. Analysis

5.1. Coverage rate and distribution similarity

Other measures need to be considered to evaluate the selection method, such as coverage rate of units, or distribution similarity of units with a target distribution. The first one, the coverage rate, is defined as the number of distinct diphones/triphones which exist in the selected sub-corpus per total number of distinct diphones/triphones in the full corpus. The second one, the distribution similarity of diphones/triphones in the sub-corpus with the full corpus, is evaluated using a Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KLD). The KLD indicates the dissimilarity between two distributions. Some studies claim that a lower KLD with a target distribution will result in better sub-corpora [7, 8].

Figure 4 compares the coverage rate and distribution similarity of four methods. The top figure is the diphones and triphones coverage rate in selected sub-corpus by the different methods for the two corpora. The bottom figure is the KLD between diphone/triphone distribution of sub-corpus and the full corpus. As the KLD value decreases, the selected sub-corpus distribution is increasingly similar to the one of the full corpus. Each colored circle indicates a selected part from one fold of the full corpus.

5.2. Properties of short utterances

As it is mentioned in [20, 21], short utterances are often more expressive and have a different prosodic delivery. Contrary to [22], the main idea in Shortest method is to have more possible prosodic variation in the voice corpus.

However the Shortest method cannot guarantee the coverage of all diphones or phones, we hope the sub-corpus length is long enough to cover all needed phones. The alternative solution would be replacing the not selected shortest utterance which contain the missed phones with the longest utterances in the selected sub-corpus.

We can mention that the short utterances are easy to read in the recording process. A drawback is that the Shortest method will select repetitive sentences. However, in terms of linguistic information, same utterances do not add new units to corpus, they can contain different acoustic information. For example there are 5 utterances with same script ("Ah") but they are completely different in terms of intonation.

As a first investigation, we find more variation of F0 in the voice corpus obtained with the Shortest method than others. It emphasizes the importance of acoustic and prosodic variation of the sub-corpora containing short utterances.

6. Conclusion

In this study four methods for TTS voice corpus design have been compared. These methods are evaluated with two kinds of TTS and for synthesizing two french audio-books. The synthetic signals obtained these methods have been compared objectively using TTS costs and perceptually by listeners.

The experimental results show a simple method like selecting short utterances could work well for TTS voice corpus design. This method works better than CNN-KMeans method in hybrid and expert TTS for audio-book with long and short utterances. The results show that the coverage of units as the classical method does not work even as good as random selection in a large enough voice corpus. By comparing the TTS cost and the coverage rate and KLD as unit distribution similarity, it revealed that the previous strategies of corpus design [7, 6] does not lead to the best voice corpus. They are not necessarily a good metric of corpus design for big enough voice corpora in TTS.

The results and the performance of the Shortest method should be tested with more corpora with different average utterance length. As future work, a combined method can be proposed which takes into account the average length of utterances in book. In other words, it could be more efficient to adapt the selection process to the context and the characteristics of book.
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